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Abstract: Modernisation and rapid growth of buildings in the city of Kuala Lumpur has open up the chance for public sculptures to grow in parallel with the growth of other buildings. Public sculptures in the heart of Kuala Lumpur could be the icon of the city and also for Malaysia. Public sculptures not only improve physical growth but also could be a tool to spread positive values to the people. A research has been conducted with 50 public sculptures throughout KL City Centre as the main sample. The research was conducted in a qualitative manner in which two methods were being used, observation and content analysis. Two theories were being used when it was conducted which were Practical Art Criticism Theory by Edmund Burke Feldman (1994) Rosalind Ragans (2000) and Iconology Theory by Erwin Pansfoky (1939). There were a couple of results obtained, first, there were two categories of public sculptures were identified according to their style which were realistic public sculptures and also abstract public sculptures. Almost all of the public sculptures identified were all realistic designs which were crafted between 1920s to 1960s especially from foreign sculpturers. National Culture Congress 1971 and Convention Akar-Akar Pribumi became the pioneer for the sculpturers to produce abstract sculptures with local identity physically and its content. Second, public sculptures have become a symbol of the modernisation of Kuala Lumpur. Third, public sculptures in Kuala Lumpur display traditional objects in its craft. Fourth, symbols crafted are displaying positive values towards the growth of the country. Fifth, abstract sculptures give an impression of the modern buildings surrounding it besides implicating that the religion of Islam prohibits crafts that resemble living creatures. Remarkably, the awareness of empty public spaces should be filled with public sculptures are increasing staggering, involvement of the government as well as private sectors are creating more compelling opportunities for public sculptures to grow in Malaysia. Malaysians should be proud of the public sculptures that bring positive values, and shows Islamic and local identity.
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Introduction

Majority of developed countries in the world made Public Sculptures as its icon. For example, the sculpture of “Statue of Liberty” which became the icon of New York City, “Mount Rushmore” which became the icon for the city of South Dakota, “Nelson Column” which became the icon for the city of London. Sculptures by the famous Michelangelo became the icon for Italy. Asian cities like Manila which has the sculpture of “Jose Rizal”, Jakarta with its “Kebebasan” sculpture which became a national icon. Also, Singapore which is known for its famous national icon of the “Merlion” sculpture. Hence, public sculptures that exist in the heart of Kuala Lumpur could be the national icon or even Malaysia’s icon. Besides that, these public sculptures enlighten the surrounding society for its positive values like harmony, togetherness, and unity.

The awareness towards public sculptures in building physical growth have been noticed by not only the government but also private sectors. In the 90s shows an intriguing growth towards public sculptures with the government as well as private sectors want public sculptures to express or to show their integrities or policies.
Nowadays, public sculptures are being considered in the plan of building new modern buildings. Even in the city of Kuala Lumpur, the famous PETRONAS Twin Tower has public sculptures from local and foreign artists surrounding it. Kuala Lumpur shows its physical growth with the rise of modern buildings whilst public sculptures could beautify the city of Kuala Lumpur spiritually.

**Research Objective**

Research conducted is for:

1. To analyse the physical aspect (**form**) and meaning (**content**) in public sculptures.
2. To identify and analyse the symbol and meaning carried by every public sculptures crafted. Identifying the symbols and meaning provide a better understanding of the existence of positive values which can be applied in the daily life of the people.

**Research Method**

This research was conducted using qualitative method with libraries research and on-field research. Library research conducted involves information and data from various books and journals. On-field research conducted by visiting all of the available public sculptures. All information and data gathered were in the form of video recording or photography. Whilst the interview method was being done by interviewing artists who crafted the studied public sculptures and also national fine art figures and academicians that are involved directly in the field of public. All the data gathered from the library and also on-field research were analysed to get the conclusion for this research.

**Findings**

**Growth of Public Sculptures**

Throughout this research, there are a few findings that were found. The growth of public sculptures in Malaysia can be divided into three eras which are; public sculptures sculpted before Malaysia gained its independence. Second, early independence sculpted public sculptures until 1980s and third is the public sculptures sculpted since 1990 until today. Three of these eras show different style, design and content. There are two obvious existence of styles of public sculptures crafted which are realistic and also abstract. Many realistic public sculptures were crafted during the colonial era and also during the early days Malaysia’s independence. Most of the sculptures sculpted are by foreign artist like for example “Frank Swettenham” that was crafted by Charles Leonard Hartwell (1873-1951). The famous “Tugu Negara” and the sculpture of Tunku Abdul Rahman was crafted by Felix de Weldon whilst Cavaliere Rudolfo Nolli crafted the sculpture. Most of the abstract public sculptures are crafted post independence up until today. Fascinatingly, these abstract sculptures grow rapidly in Malaysia and it also symbolizes the prohibition of life like human figurines and animals according to the religion of Islam.

**Traditional Icon**

According to the study of symbols and meaning, many public sculptures in Kuala Lumpur portrays traditional icons in its designs. The icon portrays the objects of culture of the surrounding community. Some of the objects are keris, hibiscus, and Islamic calligraphy. Besides that, traditional icons with an intangible characteristics were also used for sayings,
idioms, mythical tales and also cultural dances. Using Pansfoky’s theory of meaning, traditional icons used by sculptures carry questions on the spirit of nationality, indigenous and fighting. Keris is considered as the famous traditional icons incorporated in the public sculptures in Kuala Lumpur.

**Modern Icons That Brings Out Positive Values to The Society**

Public sculptures in the city of Kuala Lumpur also has adapted the modern icons that bring out the identity of Malaysia. Identity which brings positive values to the society around it. Modern icons are not related to any specific real images like how realistic designs visualize the clear meaning of certain icons. Modern icons are more driven towards the style of abstract. This has led the researcher to unfold the meanings implied according to the iconology theory by Pansfoky. The meanings unfolded brought more positive values and became the foundation of the modern Malaysia. Those values are unity, harmony, perseverance, and peace. All these values can be seen through abstract shapes and designs. Studies on styles and designs help to unfold the implicit meanings of an abstract sculpture. Abstract sculptures are not to be denied, difficult to find the meanings behind it but with the elements and principles of sculpturers arts have combined the meanings in the form of a sculpture that does not represent anything but it has hidden values in its aesthetics which led to the four values explained.

**Conclusion**

According to the research done, it is obvious that public sculptures exist in the heart of Kuala Lumpur are not only for aesthetics purposes that fill up empty squares but it could also be an informal tool for education. Public sculptures with 4D designs, it speaks to the surrounding society with its educational elements that shows the spirit of nationality, indigenous and fighting. Also, the positive values in the society such as unity, harmony, perseverance, and peace which sculpturers try to show in their crafts.

However, to craft a sculpture that gives an impact in the context of education is much more important and it is suggested that each and every sculptures that have crafted should have the general information and the artist’s impression of its creation and what the artist is trying to tell the society. To school teachers and university lecturers, it is hoped that students will be brought to the locations of the public sculptures to hope to instil the educational values in them and also it could progress the growth of the public sculptures.
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